**Erratum**

In this correspondence “Association of Cholesteryl Ester Transfer Protein-TaqIB Polymorphisms with HDL Cholesterol Levels and the Risk of Coronary Artery Disease” by Hidetoshi Kotake., which appeared in JAT 2007, 14: 152-153, are incorrect. The editorial staff apologizes to the authors and all readers. The correct are presented with corresponding below.

---

**Correspondence**

**Association of Cholesteryl Ester Transfer Protein-TaqIB Polymorphisms with HDL Cholesterol Levels and the Risk of Coronary Artery Disease**

**False**

One paper is published as an original article in this journal (p---- to ----). The same results have already been reported elsewhere by many investigators. I would like to briefly review reversed cholesterol transport from the aspect of CETP.

**Correct**

One paper is published as an original article in this journal (p116 to 121). The same results have already been reported elsewhere by many investigators. I would like to briefly review reversed cholesterol transport from the aspect of CETP.